SPACE AND SENSIBILITY
Flaunting simple yet timeless silhouettes that have been impeccably crafted by skilled
karigars using sustainable materials, the design offerings from Gulmohar Lane will add
a touch of elegance to any corner of your home

Your home is a sacred space. It’s more than
just a place you retreat to for comfort; it’s
a space that tells a story and echoes your
personality. No brand understands the
importance of having your personal space
reflect your aesthetic sensibilities better than
Gulmohar Lane.
One of India’s most loved and soughtafter furniture and decor brands, Gulmohar
Lane aims at reviving age-old crafts and
transforming them into purposeful designs
by infusing them with a hint of contemporary

craftsmanship. With a philosophy rooted
in spotlighting handcrafted products made
from sustainable materials and reviving
India’s forgotten and overlooked crafts, the
brand’s product offerings span everything
from classic lighting fixtures to versatile home
decor pieces that are a seamless blend of form
and function. Gulmohar Lane also offers a
selection of bespoke furniture crafted from the
finest indigenous and imported woods.
Interestingly, many of Gulmohar Lane’s
in-house craftspeople are fourth generation

artisans who have worked with the royal
families of Rajasthan. Whether it is plush sofas
for living rooms or elegant beds for bedrooms,
combined with an eclectic mix of coffee
tables, armchairs, display units, and home
decor accessories, Gulmohar Lane’s extensive
product portfolio will leave you spoiled for
choice. Available in a variety of materials,
styles, and finishes, rest assured, you will find
something that will vibe with your personality.
To further enhance the experience, the brand
extends personalised services to its customers.
What’s more, it is the first interior solutions
brand to offer clients the option of product
customisations online and ships its offerings to
more than 6,000 pin codes in India.
With its exquisitely crafted, quality designs
that feature an alluring blend of traditional
inspirations and contemporary mindfulness,
Gulmohar Lane is redefining what it means to
live comfortably yet stylishly.

For more information,
visit Gulmoharlane.com,
email care@gulmoharlane.com
or call +91 8824040096

